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Abstract               

In the world of language such as English comprehensibility and 
intelligibility are worth any price. They are, precisely in Nigeria, wonderful 
assets to any individual who desires to operate comfortably in the 
mainstreams of the Nation’s affairs. The educational system therefore has a 
duty to assist students to acquire effective leaning in the local languages. 
This paper examines the importance of tenses in Urhobo for the 
development of the language, examples are provided in the paper both in 
English and Urhobo language.   
 

 
 
 According to Shobomehin [1999], tense is Universal and non linguistic, the non linguistic 
concept of tense is divided into three; the past, present and the future.                                                      
Also, verbs are used in different forms to indicate the time of an action, this forms are called tenses. 
However, ‘aspect’ is the manner in which the verbal action is experienced or regarded .In other words, 
these two categories of the concept of linguistic encroache into each other in particular; the expression 
of time, present and past cannot be separated from aspect. 
 Okorodudu, [2010] observed that, Present tense may refer to an action or event that is 
ongoing or that takes place at the present moment, may also be used to express a range of other 
meanings including reference to past and future events, depending on the context, it is sometimes 
described as being ‘unmarked for time’. 

This paper is looking at the possibility of developing tense and aspect in Urhobo language, as 
one of the developing languages in Delta State and in Nigeria, which may help in building and 
developing the language. 
 
Tense and Aspect 
     What we call tense in English combines the grammatical notions of tense and aspect, tense 
indicates the time that the action of the verb took place [now, earlier, or present, past, future].Aspect 
indicates whether the action is completed or ongoing [perfect or progressive].   
 Robert, (2012). Historically, English has ending for only two tenses present and past [He 
plays /He played] [He swims/he swam]. Through the centuries other tenses and aspects have 
developed using additional words rather endings. These are called periphrastic rather than 
grammatical tenses and aspects.      Another recent grammatical development is the future reflecting 
its new development, the future has different forms for the spoken and written languages. For most of 
the history of the English language the future was formed simply by adding a future time word ,such 
as ‘tomorrow’ or ‘next Sunday’, to a sentence in the present tense, this is possible as in the ‘The 
course starts tomorrow’. In the written language the most common future is formed by adding  ‘will’ 
to the beginning of the frame that identifies the verb as in ‘The course will start tomorrow’, ’will’ or 
the contraction ‘ll’ can also be used in conversation but more commonly is the ‘gonna’ or ‘going to’ 
future, as in ‘The course is going to start tomorrow’ another way to indicate the future is the use of the 
progressive with a future time word, as in ‘The course is starting tomorrow’.                                                                                                                  
 
Naming the Tenses     
 Perfect – have + vb – ed/ en,  prog –be +vb-ing],examples; [1]  me e che oboyi ode ocha na—
l’ll be there tomorrow, ln this context, the ‘e’ after ‘me’ represents the ’ll’ [2] Ayen en riruo kpaho 
rhavwode—They had been working on it allnight. The ‘en’ represents ‘ing’ [prog]  [3] Mi i riruo 
uwevwi me – I’m doing my home work. The tense [ing] is the’I’. Kamp and Reyle (2011). In 
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considering the relationship between the past tense and present, the range can be seen in the sentence 
frame of simple and complex sentences. 
 Simple clause____ I write_______Mi si 
 Complex clause___ I am writing___ Mi i si 
 Simple clause ___ I wrote ___Mi si ri 
 Complex clause___ I had written___ Mi siri re 
 Complex clause ___ I was writing ___Mi i sie 
 Complex past___ I had been writing ___Mi i re sie 
  
 These are the forms of the present tense in English language which is also applicable in 
Urhobo language. They are the simple tense, present progressive, the present perfect and the present 
perfect progressive. 

In Urhobo language, the timeless expression with simple present form, ‘I always write with a 
pencil at home’-- ‘Me riye ugben vwo sie kokekoke obuwevwi’/Kokekoke mi vwe ugben vwo sie 
obuwevwi._____ This particular construction expresses habitual action which is the timeless present 
and could also be used for a universal statement such as ; 
 
Eraravwe vwe  avwo ive -- Insects have two legs 
Okrimashini  vwe  avwo  erenren ___ Spiders have eight legs  
A limited construction is expressed with present progressive  Urhobo. 
 [a]     O be Eko oye oma a dia .meaning- He normally lives in Lagos. ‘Ma a’ the elongated ‘a’ is the 
[prog] in the sentence. 
[b] Me riye ugben vwo sie.___I am writing with a pen/pencil.’si’ means ‘to write’ while the ‘e’ in 
front is the[ing]. 
 

In indicating the  process of limited duration, the progressive can express incompleteness 
even with a verb like ‘stop’ whose action can not in reality have duration. Thus we can say; The car is 
stopping ________,Okoroto na a mudia O wo mre Enokpa na. 
Which means, ‘the car is slowing down, but has not yet come to a stop’ when he sees the police. 
Progressive can also be used in an habitual action, conveying emotional colony such as irritation.  
 
Example; 
The Instantaneous Present 
 The instantaneous is expressed with either the simple or the progressive form. Example, First, 
I will write with a pen, then with pencil, ‘meaning’                                                                                                    
[a] Esosuo, mi [cha] vwe ugben vwo si,ukuoto roye orhen koye mi vwo si. 
[b] Vwo mre re,mi yono emo.___  You see, am lecturing. 
The simple present is however usually in radio commentary on sport and in certain formation 
declaration .Examples. 
[a] Mi[ reye] Ochuko kere oshare me. I take ochuko as my husband. 
[b] Ode mi mu vwo ke evwe na yen kololo. I name this goat kololo 
 The past may be seen as having taken place at a particular time or over a period of time. The 
period may be seen as extending up to the present or relating the present to the past, if one relate only 
to the past the action will be seen as having been completed or having not completed.   
Crozier and Blench (1992), observed that, a typical example of past tense can be seen to involve the 
progressive and the perfective as well as the simple past. That is, [a] Mi sie ileta re Ochuko vwe 
emeravwen opori na ve  ugben oyoyovwi. I wrote the letter of ochuko last month with a fine pen. 
[b] Mi ne re sie etairoro vwe ugben oyoyovwi na.  ____I was writing poetry with a fine pen. 
 
The Past and the Perfective 
 Robert, Pat and Hoyll [2002] reported that, the Perfective does not relate to the time 
specified in the sentence, but to the period relevant to the time specified. Example; Egbukpe ihwe 
oyen Ochuko vwo die Inoko._____Ochuko lived abroad for ten years. The choice of the perfective 
aspect is associated with orientation and consequently also with various time indicators. 
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Past Progressive                                                                                                                                                                
As with the present, the progressive with the past specified limited duration of action. 

Example, Mi ne sie ve ugben, o ke e vwo fue irhukpe. Meaning; I was writing with a pen when the 
light went off.  Consequently, it is a convenient way to indicate the time span within which another 
event can be seen, to be taking place. Example – Mi ne vwo sie, omo na phere. ----- while, I was 
writing, the child urinate. 
 The ability to express incomplete action with the progressive is illustrated by the following 
contrastive pair of sentence, examples,’ 
[a] He read the book that evening. –O se obe na ovwovwo ede na. 
[b] He was reading the book that evening.   – O ni re se obe na  ovwovwo  ede na. 
 
Functions of the Present Tense  

Douglas Biber, Susan Courad, and Geoffrey Leech,[2000] brought out these functions; 
A   It designates action occurring at the time of speaking or writing .e .g O die obeko. Meaning 

‘He lives in Lagos’ 
B      It is used to indicate habitual actions. e.g Mi jugbone kerhioke kerhioke. Meaning, ‘I run 

every morning.’ 
C      It is also used to express general truth. e.g Oke e kpo. Meaning ‘Time Flies’. Oke e yanran –

time is going. 
 
Uses of Tense 
 
[a] To indicate future time when used with time expressions. Reference to other times, the future for 
instance can be made in a number of ways, by using the modal auxiliary ‘will’ or the semi auxiliary –
‘be’- going to. [1] Onome [will] work to school tomorrow -Onome [cha] yan kpe isukuru ode. 
[2] Onome is going to school tomorrow—Onome yan kpe isukuru ode. In this regard, in Urhobo 
language, it is the ‘cha’ that indicates the future in the context.                  
[b]   To describe works of literature and the arts. 
 
Conclusion                                                                        
 This paper does not claim to provide all the answers to  tense and aspect in Urhobo Language. 
Rather it seeks to provide more thought on the development and construction of Urhobo tenses 
through application of English Language into Urhobo Language for the development of the Language.  
Adekunle [1979] and John [1990]  observed that there is a tendency for cultural based expressions to 
be translated directly into English Language the way they will be more meaningful and relevant to the 
Nigerian context by adaptations through borrowing, redefinition of usage ,loan rendition loan, 
translations, long leg and outright transfer from the local language. 
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